Abstract—IEEE 802.16 is the standard for broadband wireless access. The security sublayer is provided within IEEE 802.16 MAC layer for privacy and access control, in which the Privacy and Key Management (PKM) protocols are specified. This paper models the PKM protocols using Casper and analyzes the CSP output with FDR, which are formal analysis tools based on the model checker. Later versions of PKM protocols are also modeled and analyzed. Attacks are found in each version and the results are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.16 is the standard for specifying the air interface of Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WirelessMAN). The first version, IEEE 802.16-2001 [1], aimed to provide the last mile access for fixed Broadband Wireless Access (BWA), but assumed line-of-sight (LOS). IEEE 802.16-2004 [2], which supercedes several previous standards and amendments, also supports non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and mesh nodes. IEEE 802.16-2004 is sometimes also referred as WiMAX, which is in fact, a forum organized by industry to promote and certify products related to IEEE 802.16. IEEE 802.16e [3] adds mobility functionality to BWA, and is also known as mobile WiMAX.

The IEEE 802.16 standard specifies a security sublayer at the bottom of the MAC layer, to provide subscriber stations (SS) with privacy and to protect base stations (BS) from service hijacking. There are two component protocols in the security sublayer: an encapsulation protocol for encrypting packet data across BWA; a Privacy and Key Management protocol for secure distribution of keying information from the BS to the SS, and for enforcing authorized access to network services by BS.

In IEEE 802.16e, a new protocol PKM version 2 (PKMv2) is proposed, which adds an extensible authentication protocol (EAP) framework besides a revised RSA-based authentication. Since EAP only provides a framework, and the PKM protocol in IEEE 802.16-2004 (also referred as PKMv1) relates to RSA-based authentication, we analyze only the RSA-based authentication in PKMv2 in this paper.

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is an algebra to describe the interactions in concurrent systems. CSP was first described by Hoare in [4] and [5], and has been applied in many fields. Roscoe applied it to modeling communication protocols [6], and proposed to verify the models with Failure Divergence Refinement (FDR) [7]. Schneider also modeled security properties in protocols with CSP [8], with more details about timed models.

Modeling and analysis of security protocols with CSP and FDR have been proven to be effective and have helped the research community find attacks in several protocols. However, modeling directly in CSP is time-consuming and error-prone. Lowe thus designed Casper [9], which takes more abstract descriptions of protocols as input and translates them into CSP. It is the aim of this paper to verify the security properties and discover the vulnerabilities of PKM protocols by modeling them with Casper and analyzing the CSP output with FDR.

The contribution of this work is fourfold. First, we formally model and analyze different versions of the PKM protocol with CasperFDR. Compared to BAN logic which requires error-prone manual modeling and has deficiency dealing with secrecy properties, CasperFDR is a more systematic and powerful tool. In particular, we show an attack which can be found with CasperFDR but not by BAN logic. Second, we verify that the attacks found with BAN logic in our previous work [10] are real threats as they are also found by CasperFDR. Third, we use CasperFDR to show that there are no other known attacks on PKM protocols. Since BAN logic and CasperFDR are two quite different formal methods, we believe our previous work and this work provide us confidence to claim that our proposed revision fixes the security problems of the PKM protocol and is not subject to other known attacks. Last but not least, we show that there are some problems with CasperFDR when used to analyze wireless authentication protocol. We discuss the obstacles we encountered and some feasible solutions to get around them. We hope this finding is helpful for the improvement of CasperFDR in the future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce some related works. We model and analyze the original PKMv1, PKM Intel Nonce Version [11], PKMv2, and our Timestamp Version [12] with CasperFDR, in Section III, Section IV, Section V and Section VI respectively. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS

Since the first version of the IEEE 802.16 standard [1] was released in 2002, many articles and books have been published. Johnson and Walker are among the first researchers that discuss the security issues in IEEE 802.16 [11]. They propose to enhance PKMv1 protocols with mutual authentication to enable the SS to authenticate the BS as well as the BS authenticating the SS, and with the addition of nonces to counter replay attacks. We refer to this work as the Intel Nonce version henceforth because the two authors are with Intel.

In our previous paper [12], we have analyzed security issues on the PKMv1 protocols and proposed solutions. We refer to our revised protocol as the Timestamp version because we suggest using timestamps to counter replay attacks. Following that, PKMv2 was proposed in the 802.16e standard, and we found a new attack on PKMv2 in [10]. Coincidently, another article [13] published the same attack shortly after our paper. There are also some dissertations dealing with PKMv2, such as [14]. We did not find much research on this protocol till now. However, there are many papers on protocols based on X.509, such as [15], [16], [17], and [18].

We also made formal analysis of PKMv1, PKMv2 and other versions using BAN logic in [10]. However, BAN logic has several deficiencies, such as the inability to handle secrecy properties, which is required by the key exchange protocols. Modeling and analysis with BAN logic is performed manually and is tedious and error-prone. Therefore, researchers have developed some automatic methods. CSP/FDR is one of them, and arguably one of the most successful so far. Casper was developed by Lowe [9], which takes abstract notations of protocols as input and translates them into CSP. FDR is adopted as the automatic tool to check the CSP model. Lowe has successfully discovered an attack using CSP and FDR on a protocol which had been regarded as safe for many years [19]. With Casper, Lowe and his students modeled and analyzed a library of protocols and discovered many attacks [20].

In this paper, we model PKM protocols in Casper and analyze their CSP output with FDR.

III. MODELING AND ANALYZING PKMv1

A. IEEE 802.16 PKMv1 Protocol

An SS begins authorization by sending an Authentication Information message which contains the SS manufacturer’s X.509 certificate. This message is largely informative and the BS may choose to ignore it. Afterwards the BS sends an Authorization Request message (Auth-REQ) to its BS. In the response to the Auth-REQ, the BS validates the requesting SS’s identity, determines the encryption algorithms and protocols to be shared with the SS, generates an Authentication Key (AK), and sends the AK to the SS. The authentication protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1.

B. Modeling PKMv1 in Casper

Now we model PKMv1 authentication protocol in Casper. In this model and later models, we use the conventional notations for agents(users). The initiator Alice (A) and the responder Bob (B) represent the SS and the BS respectively; Sam (S) represents the server; Kb and Km are the AK generated by Bob and Mallory (the Intruder) respectively. The PKMv1 model is shown as follows:

```
#Processes
INITIATOR(A, S, Pks) knows SK(A)
RESPONDER(B, S, Kb, Pks) knows SK(B)
SERVER(S, sks) knows PK

#Protocol description
0. A -> B: {kb}{pka % PK(A)}
[A != B]
1. S -> A: {A, {A, PK(A)%pka}{sks}%certa}{sks}
2. S -> A: {A, {A, PK(A)%pka}{sks}%certa}{sks}
[A != B]
3. B -> A: certa % {A, PK(A) % pka}{sks}
[B != A]
4. B -> A: (kb){pka % PK(A)}
```

We also made formal analysis of PKMv1, PKMv2 and other versions using BAN logic in [10]. However, BAN logic has several deficiencies, such as the inability to handle secrecy properties, which is required by the key exchange protocols. Modeling and analysis with BAN logic is performed manually and is tedious and error-prone. Therefore, researchers have developed some automatic methods. CSP/FDR is one of them, and arguably one of the most successful so far. Casper was developed by Lowe [9], which takes abstract notations of protocols as input and translates them into CSP. FDR is adopted as the automatic tool to check the CSP model. Lowe has successfully discovered an attack using CSP and FDR on a protocol which had been regarded as safe for many years [19]. With Casper, Lowe and his students modeled and analyzed a library of protocols and discovered many attacks [20].

In this paper, we model PKM protocols in Casper and analyze their CSP output with FDR.

C. Analysis of PKMv1 with FDR

After compiling the above Casper model and feeding the CSP output to FDR, attacks were found to each of the four assertions declared in the Specification part. Using the debug mode in FDR, we could find the traces for those attacks. Following is the trace for the attack on assertion Secret(A, kb, [B]):
The attack described in [19] is as follows. When Alice initiates a connection to the server Sam, the intruder impersonates a legal user, Alice, and communicates with Bob. First, the intruder impersonates Alice to get the certificate from server Sam in the following run, in which Alice initiates a connection to server Sam, by the former message, and fake his own authentication reply message (message 4). Afterwards, when Alice sends the authentication request to Bob by message 3, the intruder will intercept this message and fake his own authentication reply message (message 4), believing he is communicating with Alice. This corresponds to the Simple Replay Attack proposed in [12], which could be used in a Denial of Service (DoS) attack.

IV. MODELING AND ANALYZING INTEL NONCE VERSION

A. Intel N nonce version of PKM

The Intel N nonce version of PKM protocol can be modeled in Casper as follows:

1. I_Alice -> Sam : Alice
2. Sam -> I_Alice : [Alice, [Alice, PK(Alice)](SKs)]
3. Alice -> Sam : Alice
4. Sam -> I_Alice : [Alice, [Alice, PK(Alice)](SKs)]

The intruder knows Km.

From this message sequence, we can illustrate the attack: In the former run, the intruder impersonates a legal user Alice to get a certificate from the server Sam, by the former message 1 and 2. In the following run, in which Alice initiates the protocol, the intruder impersonates the server passing the certificate to Alice, by the latter message 1 and 2. Afterwards, when Alice sends the authentication request to Bob by message 3, the intruder will intercept this message and fake his own authentication reply message (message 4), in which he includes the AK generated by himself. Alice will think that the AK is passed by Bob and that it is only known by Bob and her, but in fact, the intruder knows it. This attack happens due to lack of mutual authentication.

The attacks on assertions Secret(B, kb, [A]) and WeakAgreement(B, A) are similar to the attack above, so we skip their traces and analysis due to page limit. When we analyze the attack on assertion WeakAgreement(A, B), we find an attack by FDR. Interpreted the trace from FDR by Casper, we obtain:

1. I_Alice -> Sam : Alice
2. Sam -> I_Alice : [Alice, [Alice, PK(Alice)](SKs)]
3. I_Alice -> Bob : [Alice, PK(Alice)](SKs)
4. Bob -> I_Alice : [Kb](PK(Alice))

C. Analysis of the Intel version with FDR

After compiling the models with Casper and analyzing the output with FDR, we found one attack on assertion WeakAgreement(A, B). Interpreting the trace from FDR by Casper, we get:

1. I_Alice -> Sam : Alice
2. Sam -> I_Alice : [Alice, [Alice, PK(Alice)](SKs)]
3. I_Alice -> Bob : [Bob, [Bob, PK(Bob)](SKs)]
4. Bob -> I_Alice : [Kb](PK(Alice))
5. I_Alice -> Bob : [Bob, [Bob, PK(Bob)](SKs)]
6. Bob -> I_Alice : [Kb](PK(Alice))

1We noticed that impersonating the server is not necessary for the attack to succeed, that is, the intruder does not have to get Alice’s certificate from server and pass it to her later.

2Due to space limit, we only include protocol description part here. Full version of the models can be found in [21].
This attack shows that the intruder can impersonate a legal user Alice to send authentication request to Bob, and Bob will respond as if he communicates with Alice. It is similar to the attack shown in the previous section.

V. MODELING AND ANALYZING PKMv2

A. IEEE 802.16e PKMv2 Protocol

IEEE 802.16e proposes PKMv2, in which one additional message is added at the end of the original protocol, shown as Fig. 3. SSID is SS’s identifier from Cert (SS); AAID is the ID of Authorized Association (AA); SSAddr is the MAC address of SS.

B. Modeling PKMv2 in Casper

The Casper model for PKMv2 is similar to the one for Intel Nonce version, except that the Protocol description part has one more message.

After compiling with Casper and checking with FDR, we found an attack on assertion WeakAgreement(A, B). Interpreting the traces from FDR by Casper, we get:

We noticed that this attack is still possible even if we add the server back, as long as the intruder is allowed to get a certificate from the server. This is in fact the spirit of the PKMv2 protocol. But as explained above, we were unable to find a way to model this case in Casper. This attack corresponds to the Interleaving Attack we described in [10]. Note this attack cannot be found by BAN logic.

VI. MODELING AND ANALYZING OUR TIMESTAMP VERSION

A. Our revised PKM Protocol

Our Timestamp version of the PKM authentication protocol is shown in Fig. 4, where \( T_S \) and \( T_B \) are timestamps generated by the SS and BS respectively; \( SIG_{BS}(2) \) is the signature of SS over message 2; and \( SIG_{BS}(3) \) is the signature of BS over message 3.

B. Modeling our revised protocol in Casper

Our revised PKM protocol with timestamps can be modeled as follows (with only protocol description part):

C. Analysis of Simplified PKMv2 Model

After compiling the model above with Casper and checking with FDR, we found an attack on assertion WeakAgreement(A, B). Interpreting the traces from FDR by Casper, we get:
C. Analysis of our protocol with FDR

After compiling and checking with Casper and FDR respectively, we found no attacks like those attacks on PKMv1, Intel Nonce version, and PKMv2. However, we found another attack by FDR, which is interpreted by Casper as follows:

0. \rightarrow \begin{array}{l} 0. \rightarrow \text{Alice} : \text{Mallory} \\ 1. \text{I_Alice} \rightarrow \text{Sam : Alice} \\ 2. \text{Sam} \rightarrow \text{I_Alice : [Alice, {Alice, PK(Alice)}]} \end{array} \\
{SKs}|{SKs}

1. \text{I_Bob} \rightarrow \text{Sam : Bob} \\
2. \text{Alice} \rightarrow \text{I_Sam : Alice} \\
3. \text{I_Mallory} \rightarrow \text{Alice : [Alice, {Alice, PK(Alice)}]} \end{array} \\
{SKs}|{SKs}

We noticed that in this attack, the intruder simply replayed immediately the request message sent by Alice (represented by the consecutive message 3a’s and 3b’s), and Bob granted service to this request by message 6a and 6b. The intruder could not get any benefit from this attack at all. In fact, it has the same effect as when the intruder simply intercepts the last message. Except that effect, the intruder can not do any harm to the system. Usually, this kind of attack is not considered as a vulnerability by the security community [22]. The reason is, if the intruder has the ability to intercept messages, then he can always intercept the last message.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we modeled the PKM protocols and its later versions in Casper. We compiled those models with Casper and checked the CSP output with FDR. Attacks were found on each version. The attack traces in FDR were interpreted by Casper and the message sequence results are discussed.

During the modeling and analysis, we found several features that we could not implement properly, probably because Casper does not provide necessary functionality. First, we can not assign certificates to users as their initial knowledge. To pass the certificate to users, we have to add a server and let the users request the certificate from the server. This introduced several more messages in the protocol models, which could possibly result in unexpected attacks. Second, the intruder is not treated as a legal user, which is preferred in some cases because some attacks may be performed by legal users. We will explore those features further in our future work.
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